
MUELLER® MAX
None of the guesswork.  
All of the versatility.  
Simplify your service line repairs  
with a new kind of wide-range fitting.

The Mueller MAX wide range fitting takes the guesswork out of repairs by eliminating the need for  
special fittings and ensuring a strong connection while saving time and other valuable resources.
 
The Mueller MAX wide range fitting has a unique, patent-pending grip ring design that takes minimal 
torque to drive into the pipe wall and can grip many different pipe materials. The gasket is designed with  
a larger sealing area and can accept a larger range of pipe diameters than similar wide-range fittings  
available today. 

WIDE RANGE FIT 
Fits all pipes listed  
within nominal size.  
Allows for cross-size  
applications such as  
¾” IPS x 1” CTS

¹ Select the correct full encirclement stainless steel insert when used with HDPE pipe and tubing.
² When compared to compression connections available for the same pipe diameter.

EASE OF USE  
Grips better with  
less tightening  
effort²

PIPE TYPE  
COMPATIBILITY
Works on HDPE¹,  
Copper, PVC,  
Galvanized Steel  
in the ¾” IPS  
and 1” CTS range

RELIABILITY 
Larger sealing area  
for a reliable  
connection² 



MUELLER® MAX
None of the guesswork.  
All of the versatility.  
Simplify your service line repairs  
with a new kind of wide-range fitting.

Ready to learn more? 
Scan the QR code to get started.

EPDM gasket with improved seal ribs  
that offers a large pipe contact area

Strong, sharp Stainless-Steel  
grip band (patent pending)

Low torque nut offering  
better grip with less effort Thick Stainless-Steel washer 

MUELLER® MAX

Mueller refers to one or more of Mueller Water Products, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“MWP”), and its subsidiaries. MWP and each of its subsidiaries are legally separate Mueller refers to one or more of Mueller Water Products, Inc., 
a Delaware corporation (“MWP”), and its subsidiaries. MWP and each of its subsidiaries are legally separate and independent entities when providing products and services. MWP does not provide products or services to third parties. 
MWP and each of its subsidiaries are liable only for their own acts and omissions and not those of each other. MWP brands include Mueller®, Echologics®, HydroGate®, Hydro-Guard®, HYMAX®,  i2O®, Jones®, Krausz®, Mi.Net®, Milliken®, 
Pratt®, Pratt Industrial®, Sentryx™, Singer®, and U.S. Pipe Valve & Hydrant. Please see muellerwp.com/brands to learn more.
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MAX × MAX
M15403M

MAX × 110 NUT  
BALL VALVE

M25209

MAX × OUTSIDE  
IP THREAD 

M15428

MAX × INSIDE  
IP THREAD 

M15451


